Machine vision: the basics
By Valerie C. Bolhouse

M

achine vision can be described as the replace
ment of human visual sense and judgment capa
bilities with a video camera and computer to
perform a task. The camera is used to acquire an image of
a scene, replacing the function of the human eye. The
computer must have a means of receiving this informa
tion, and uses a predefined set of instructions (program) to
analyze the information to make a decision.
Video cameras and computers have been available for
several decades, but industrial machine vision has only re
cently become a viable solution for manufacturing. This is
due in part to technological advances that make the price/
performance of the systems reasonable, and also to the
fact that increased world-wide competition has made
American industry pursue every possible avenue to im
prove both quality and productivity.

Where can machine vision be used?
There are three major application areas for machine vi
sion: inspection, process control, and robot guidance. The
motivation for using vision for inspection is readily seen.
Human operators simply do not make good inspectors,
regardless of how conscientious they may be. It is estimat
ed that they are about 8 5 % effective in sorting defective
parts. This rate is higher on the start of the shift, but de
creases due to boredom and fatigue. Inspection is even
more difficult when the rate of defects approaches several
parts per million. Machine vision can be programmed to
be better than 99% effective, and can be set to insure that
no bad parts leave the factory by setting the parameters
such that machine vision errors occur by rejecting good
parts.

Human operators just do not make good
inspectors, regardless of how
conscientious they may be.

tronics (automatic wire bonding, solder paste inspection,
and surface mounted device assembly) take advantage of
the early feedback from the process to alter processing pa
rameters and prevent mass production of bad parts.
Robot guidance accounts for less than 10% of all vision
applications, but holds much potential for future robot
installations. Some of the early robot installations (such as
spot welding of automotive body panels) did not require
vision since the parts had to be precisely fixtured to carry
out the subsequent process. These "easy" applications
have been done, and the ones left will require either expen
sive fixturing to locate the parts precisely, or sensory feed
back from vision to tell the robot the location of the parts.

Despite the advantages of machine vision over human
operators in inspection, the real payback for vision is in
process control. Many of the vision applications in elec-
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FIGURE 1. Hardware components of any vision system:
camera, light source, and processor.

Machine vision can be thought of as a process: image
acquisition, image analysis, decision making, and finally,
output to external devices. Although commercially avail
able equipment varies considerably in appearance and ca
pability, all systems perform this process and are com
prised of similar hardware and software building blocks
(Fig. 1). By analyzing the building blocks of any system,
the performance limitations imposed by the individual
components can be better understood.

Image acquisition
The objective of image acquisition is to obtain informa
tion about the appearance of the part, and present it to the
vision computer in a format that can be analyzed and un
derstood. Components that need to be considered in im
age acquisition include the lighting to highlight the fea
tures of interest on the part, the camera and optics to take
the picture, and the electronics to transfer image informa
tion (intensity) into image data (numbers) that the com
puter can analyze.
• Lighting
The importance of lighting is stressed most by experi
enced users of vision, but is rarely seen in product bro
chures from the vision vendors. This is because while the
lighting design can make or break the vision application,
most vendors purchase off-the-shelf lighting products. In
fact, some of the best lighting designs use everyday com
ponents such as fluorescent or flood lights. They are inex
pensive, readily available, and easy to maintain.
Machine vision applications are usually concerned with
reflected light. The surface finish and the color of an object
will determine how light will be reflected from that object.
The cameras used in vision are monochrome (black and
white) and respond to light similar to a light meter that
measures the amount of light irrespective of color. For this
reason, vision systems "see" colors differently than people
do. Blue and red are the same intensity to the camera; the
same can be true for brass, copper, and steel depending on
the surface finish of the metal.

Spectral properties. The color of the light and the color
of the part will determine how much energy gets returned
to the camera sensor. The best color light source will de
pend on the contrast between the features to be looked at
by the camera.
Efficiency. Some light sources such as fluorescent lights
are very efficient and will emit a lot of light relative to heat
generated. Others such as tungsten generate considerable
heat along with the light. The lights are generally left on
continuously, and inefficient light sources can cause local
ized heating problems and will be expensive to operate.
Life and aging characteristics. Light sources are usually
rated in number of hours of continuous operation. A
1000-hour light source would only last several weeks for a
two-shift operation and maintenance would be required to
continuously change bulbs. As the light ages the output of
light energy decreases. Depending on the type of light
used, the decline could be gradual and small, or immediate
and significant. Changes in light output will require pa
rameter changes to the vision system, again resulting in
much maintenance to the total system.
Cost and availability. Light bulbs will burn out during
the life of the vision system. Generally spare parts will be
stocked. If the parts are expensive, there is a tendency to
stock fewer spares, and if they are not readily obtained
from usual sources they will not be easily replenished.
Once the light source is selected, the position of the light
relative to the part and the camera must be determined.
There are three basic light approaches: back light, front
light, and structured light.
Back lighting is used when part silhouette information is
important (Fig. 2). The part is positioned between the light
and the camera to provide the highest contrast image.
However, this is not always possible or practical to imple
ment. When the parts are in fixtures or moving down a
conveyor, special handling would be required to position
the part for back lighting.

Surface finish quality plays an important role in how
light gets reflected. Very smooth, shiny surfaces will mere
ly bend the light rays in a new direction (angle of reflec
tion will equal angle of incidence) without changing the
spatial coherence of the rays. This is termed specular re
flection. Dull or diffuse surfaces will scatter the light rays
in all directions. Typically, diffuse surfaces are the easiest
to illuminate.
In designing a lighting scheme, one must first select a
light source, then decide where to put the light relative to
both the part and the camera. The following characteris
tics are important in choosing a light source:

FIGURE 2. Set-up for back lighting.
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response of the sensor to light is very similar to 100 A S A
film (the most common speed of film used for general pur
pose photography), and its size is 6.6 mm by 8.8 mm,
about one fourth the size of a 35 mm film negative. Select
ing a lens for vision is very similar to choosing a lens for
home photography. Lenses are specified by their focal
length—the distance between the optical center of the lens
and the image plane when the lens is focused at infinity.
Typical focal lengths used in industrial vision are 25 mm
(wide angle) to 200 mm (telephoto).
FIGURE 3. Three types of front lighting.

Front lighting is generally used due to process con
straints (where it is impractical to position a light behind
the part) or inspection requirements. If the application has
to use surface information, front lighting is mandatory.
Three different types of front lights are used (Fig. 3). The
most common is diffused light—evenly distributed light
that results in no shadows or reflections off the part. Dif
fused light works quite well for normally high contrast
parts and for grayscale processing.

The required lens focal length for an application is de
termined by the size of the area to be imaged and the cam
era position; in other words, by the magnification re
quired and the standoff distance from the lens to the ob
ject. Magnification is defined to be the image size divided
by the object size. The image size is the size of the sensor,
which is almost always a standard 6.6 mm by 8.8 mm.
The object size is the field of view, or that size area the
camera will be viewing.

For the majority of vision applications outside of elec
tronics, the parts viewed are much larger than 8 mm, so
the magnification is much less than one. This greatly sim
Directed light is angled to purposely create reflections
plifies lens selection, since depth of focus and distortion
and/or shadows to highlight critical features. Typical di
are not much of a problem at low magnifications. Gener
rected light sources are flood lamps and fiber optic lights.
ally just buying a good quality lens ($200 to $500) will
Structured light is the third type of front lighting. A line
guarantee satisfactory performance.
of light is directed at the part, and only the reflected light
Most video cameras used in machine vision have a
pattern is analyzed by the system. A laser is generally used
screw thread C-mount. Standard off-the-shelf C-mount
since it can be easily focused due to its spatial coherence.
lenses were designed for closed circuit surveillance imag
When the angular relationship between the light and the
ing and are not well suited for machine vision because they
camera is known, geometric techniques known as triangulation
are optimized for large area viewing at very long standoff
can be used to determine height (or the z-dimension)
distances. Minimum focusing distances are usually four
of the features even though all information from the
feet, while industrial applications require mounting the
camera is two dimensional.
camera about 18" to 24" above the line. Extension rings
The lighting solution for each application has to be de
are used to focus the lenses at these shorter distances. Un
termined individually. After the key features are identified,
fortunately, the extension rings cause distortions and re
the best way to highlight these features has to be decid
duce the amount of light. A n alternative to custom optics
ed—the type of lighting necessary for a person to see the
is to purchase standard off-the-shelf 35 mm camera lenses
detail is usually sufficient. Then the process constraints
and use an adaptor to C-mounting. However, these lenses
have to be considered. Certain obstructions on the line
are quite large relative to C-mount lenses and can be too
may preclude some lighting approaches. Back lighting
bulky if the camera will be moving on a robot arm.
may be desirable, but might not be practical.
The next step is to set up the light source and view the
part on a video monitor. Parts with varying colors, surface
finish, and defect modes should be analyzed. If the con
trast is still there, the lighting design is probably appropri
ate. The important thing is to start simple. This will result
in the lowest cost and easiest to maintain solution to the
problem.
•

Optics

For the purpose of this discussion on lenses, think of the
sensor element as being much like photographic film. The
12
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• Camera
The camera consists of the image sensor and the elec
tronics required to read out the intensity information fo
cused onto the sensor. There are two basic sensor technol
ogies: vacuum tube sensors known as vidicon and solid
state sensors known as Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs).
Vacuum tube technology dominated the video camera
market until the early 1980s. Most closed circuit surveil
lance cameras and home video cameras still use this tech
nology, which is inexpensive and works well under con-

trolled environmental conditions. However, the industrial
environment can be quite harsh and the fragile sensor tube
does not survive well. Vacuum tube sensors also experi
ence linearity and stability problems, which make them
inappropriate for applications which require high accura
cies such as gauging.
With advances in semiconductor technology, the solid
state sensor has replaced the vidicon sensor for most
machine vision applications. The solid state sensor con
sists of an array of discrete photosensitive elements. Com
mon sized include 320 x 240 and 512 x 512; resolutions
greater than 1000 X 1000 are available, but not yet stan
dard. Sensors with photo sites arranged in a two-dimen
sional format are called array sensors. Sometimes a single
line of picture elements called line scan sensors are used.
Common sizes are 1024 x 1,2048 x 1, and 4096 x 1.
The information stored in each individual photo site is
the total amount of charge developed at that site as light
strikes the sensor surface. There is no detail about the dis
tribution of light within the individual picture element—
the smallest unit of detail available in the image. The pho
to site is known as a pixel (the acronym for picture and
element) and the number of pixels used in a vision sys
tem is often called the resolution of the system.
• Camera electronics
The image acquired on the sensor consists of an electri
cal charge representative of the total amount of light strik
ing each picture element. The camera electronics provides
a means of transferring this information to the computer
system to analyze one line at a time. The video format is

called raster scan, with the read starting at the upper left
corner of the sensor, moving left to right and top to bot
tom. This is the format used to standardize the broadcast
television industry and is used by machine vision cameras
and monitors. It is not ideally suited for high speed, high
data rate machine vision applications, but does allow the
low volume machine vision industry to reap the economic
advantages of the very high volume television industry.
The electrical standard RS170 or RS330 describes the
voltage (1 volt peak-to-peak) levels and timing synchroni
zation used. The standard picture consists of 525 lines of
video information (Fig. 4). Because of broadcast television
requirements, the 525 lines are used for two pictures taken
1/60 seconds apart, interlaced every other line. Thus, for
low resolution (320 x 240) images, the camera can take
60 pictures a second, whereas medium resolution (512 x
512) is limited to only 30 pictures a second.
The video information leaves the camera as an analog
voltage signal across a coaxial cable. The machine vision
hardware must now convert the analog video signal into
an array of numbers that a computer can analyze. This
happens in the frame grabber portion of the vision system.
• Frame grabber
Most vision systems can use more than one camera at a
time (four or eight are typical). The video signal from each
of the cameras is input to a multiplexer. The multiplexer is
simply a gate, which will only allow one signal through at
a time. This signal then goes to an Analog to Digital (A to
D) converter, which, as its name implies, will convert the
analog voltage signal into numbers. Typically, low light
will result in a low voltage signal on the sensor, which gets
converted to low numbers. Zero is black. Bright light re
sults in higher voltage levels from the camera and higher
numbers from the A to D converter. The maximum light
level, or the largest number, is termed the grayscale resolu
tion of the system. The most common resolution is 64
"shades of gray;" higher grayscale resolution systems use
8 bits for 256 gray levels.
The numbers from the A to D converter get stored in
computer memory referred to as the image buffer. The vi
sion computer operates on data from the image memory.
Most systems can store more than one image in memory.

What the computer does with image data
Machine vision is asked to do a variety of things: verify
presence/absence of features, locate a feature, measure ob
jects or distance between objects, count or sort objects,
and detect anomalies in parts that make them rejectable.
FIGURE 4. Video picture format used in machine vision The vision system makes these decisions by analyzing the
cameras and monitors.
information content in the image data.
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T h e calculations performed o n image data can be classi
fied as either image enhancement o r image analysis
In image enhancement the vision computer alters the
values of the pixels based o n some pre-programmed steps
called a vision algorithm. T h e output is another image.
Images are enhanced to highlight features that are i m p o r 
tant, such as edges, o r t o filter out noise. T h e objective is
to make decision analysis easier.
In image analysis, the computer analyzes image data
and extracts "feature vectors" f r o m the two-dimensional
image data. T h e key is data reduction. T h e feature vectors
are often only one number to represent the information i n
thousands of pixels. O n e example w o u l d be the number to
represent the average brightness i n the image. T h e value of
the feature vector can be passed to a host computer, w h i c h
can then decide if the part is acceptable or rejectable based
o n measured brightness. Image analysis is really image u n 
derstanding. T h e vision computer attempts to make sense
of the ambiguous image data by extracting feature vectors
w i t h a predefined set of calculations.
Image understanding is a difficult task for any computer
system, a n d this job is further complicated by the speed
required for real time application of machine vision i n
production. In f o o d processing, data must be analyzed as
fast as it is acquired (60 times a second). Electronic appli
cations w i l l range i n the 100 millisecond to 1 second time
frame, a n d automotive is usually 3 to 10 seconds. There is
a considerable amount of data to be analyzed in an image
(262,144 numbers i n a 5 1 2 x 5 1 2 array) in a very short
time. T w o data reduction techniques are employed by m a 
chine vision to improve processing time: thresholding a n d
windowing.

• Threshold to binary
Pixels i n grayscale systems contain 6 o r 8 bits of intensi
ty information: black, white, a n d shades of gray i n be
tween. These are the numbers generated by the A n a l o g to
Digital Converter i n the frame grabber p o r t i o n of the
hardware to represent intensity. T h i s information is often
reduced to t w o levels—black a n d w h i t e — b y selecting an
intensity level to label the darker gray pixels black a n d the
lighter gray pixels white. This intensity level is called the
threshold, a n d the resulting processing is called binary i m 
age processing. B i n a r y processing is used i n m a n y applica
tions because it is the fastest a n d most straightforward
w a y to analyze images.

• Windowing
W i n d o w s are used to reduce the number of pixels ana
lyzed by the system. A w i n d o w is a region of pixels i n a
continuous area that is processed b y the computer while
all pixels outside that area are ignored. W i n d o w s are typi
cally rectangular i n an orthogonal coordinate system, but
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Vision can work well in an industrial
environment because we have a priori
information about part appearance and
location.

can also be circular, annular, r h o m b o i d a l , or non-orthog
o n a l . W i n d o w s are almost always used i n inspection appli
cations, where w e can constrain the part location, and a l 
most never i n robot guidance, where the part typically can
be anywhere i n the field of view a n d it is the job o f the
vision system to find it.

• Information in images
V i s i o n c a n w o r k w e l l i n an industrial environment be
cause w e have a priori information about part appearance
and location. In high v o l u m e p r o d u c t i o n , parts are almost
identical i n appearance a n d are typically fixtured. A c o m 
puter can be p r o g r a m m e d to f o l l o w some, sequence of o p 
erations to repeatedly extract information f r o m the image
f r o m w h i c h to m a k e decisions.
T h i s information c a n be classified as either spectral or
spatial. Spectral properties give information o n the color
o r intensity of pixels, whereas spatial information gives
the relationship of pixels relative to each other in space.
Spatial information is used to identify edges a n d shapes of
objects i n the image. W h e n vision is asked to locate o r
measure features, this requires spatial i n f o r m a t i o n be
used. H o w e v e r , verification of presence o r absence can of
ten be done w i t h spectral analysis only.
There are three types of spectral analysis typically i m 
plemented i n machine v i s i o n : binary pixel counting, gray
scale average intensity, a n d grayscale intensity distribution
analysis. In binary pixel counting, the number of white or
black pixels i n a w i n d o w is counted. This value is c o m 
pared to a preset accept/reject number to make a decision.
B i n a r y pixel counting w o r k s w e l l for presence/absence de
cisions a n d where high speed is critical. It does not w o r k
for measurement, l o c a t i o n , o r counting since spatial infor
m a t i o n w i t h i n the w i n d o w is not considered. In grayscale
average intensity, the grayscale value of every pixel in the
w i n d o w is s u m m e d , a n d the total is divided by the number
of pixels i n the w i n d o w . A g a i n , this average value is c o m 
pared to the accept threshold. Average intensity calcula
tions are usually used to measure brightness of areas of the
image. Intensity histograms are used to analyze the distri-

bution of intensity values, and give useful information for
texture analysis.
Spatial information is used to locate or measure objects.
The computer looks not only at the brightness of the pix
els, but also at the location of pixels relative to their neigh
bors. Finding the edges of an object is key to spatial analy
sis. A n edge in an image is defined by a rapid change in
grayscale intensity in neighboring pixels. There are numer
ous ways to find edges in an image (gradient analysis, lin
ear and nonlinear convolution operators). Once edges are
determined, the vision computer can count edge pixels,
measure between edges, or correlate edge templates to
known good parts. Pixels within edge boundaries are clas
sified as objects. Geometric features of the objects can be
calculated to give information on the size, shape, and loca
tion of the feature in pixel space.
• Machine vision implementation
The type of vision processing performed and the feature
vectors extracted are known as the vision algorithm. The
resulting information is usually passed off to a host com
puter to make some decision to be output to external de
vices. The systems are usually programmed in a standard
higher level language. " C " has become the language used
most often.
The operator interface for application programming of
the vision system is usually menu driven. The more flexi
ble and powerful systems will use a programming lan
guage to allow for user definable functions. Design and
execution of the operator interface is the point where sys
tems become unique. Beginning users feel most comfort
able using a menu; sophisticated users will want functions
not available on simple menus and will require a language.

cal data on part features to an external computer to collect
or to send location information to a robot. Parallel input/
output is used to indicate part presence and to output the
status of the inspection.

A marriage of technologies
The study of machine vision requires knowledge from
many disciplines: physics of light, optics, electronics, and
computer processing. The marriage of all these technolo
gies into one has made it feasible to emulate the human
visual sense with mechanical hardware. It is not possible
to replace human vision with machine vision across the
board, yet in well defined applications the machine can be
programmed to function better than the human. Comput
ers work well at repetitive tasks, while people get bored.
There are several thousand systems across the United
States today performing this artificial vision task day in
and day out. This technology is continuing to prove itself
as a viable solution to many production problems.

Interface to external devices
Once the host computer has made an accept/reject deci
sion or located or measured the part, this information
must be passed to the production processing equipment.
Most sytems have both serial and parallel interfaces avail
able. The serial port will generally be used to send statisti-

The study of machine vision requires
knowledge from many disciplines: physics
of light, optics, electronics, and computer
processing.
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